
User guide - Magento 2

Congratulations on downloading the plugin, you have made the first step in becoming a climate
friendly business. Our module inserts a button on the /cart and /checkout pages of your shop.
Customers can click on it to add a small fee to their checkout price, thereby compensating the
CO2 released during the process of producing and shipping that product.

At this point in time we do not have a settings page - everything works out of the box! With the
release of various updates and new features we might decide to provide one.

To make sure everything works correctly, you should test the plugin with the following steps.
Every shop is different, and even though we try our hardest to make our plugin work on the first
try, something could be off.

If at any step you doubt or see something wrong, do not hesitate to contact us for help with the
installation, or even a customized solution to fit your shop better.

The button

Check the display
After installing the plugin, a button should appear on your /cart and /checkout pages, near the
cart overview itself. This is the main feature of the plugin.
Check for the following things:

- It should be aligned right. Does it look good to your eye?
- It should resemble the following images (selected and unselected):

- The right currency should be displayed.
- Nothing else around the button should be broken (displaywise).

Check the functionality
Displaying the button correctly is only useful when it actually works as well.
Check the following things next:



- The button should fill green when clicked, and a checkmark should appear in the white
box to indicate the CO2-compensation is on.

- The CO2-compensation fee should be added to your cart once clicked.
- Going to the checkout should display the fee still (if the button was selected) and actual

payment for the order should include it.
- Adding another product should update the button as well, just as removing one.


